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Challenges at the EU level

¾ The EU is currently facing a number of challenges:
- Socio-economic and political: migration, UK…
- Structural: EMU reform…
- Economic: low growth, high debt levels/deleveraging, ageing population…
Investment gap, innovation gap, climate change, single market +, energy…
¾ For policy interventions, public resources limited (!):
- EU level: budget capped at 1% of GDP;
- limited "fiscal space" in a number of (euro area) Member States - SGP, markets…;
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EU's economic challenges – introduction (1/3)
ECONOMIC SITUATION IN THE EU IS IMPROVING…
EUROPEAN GROWTH MAP 2012

Source: European Commission Winter 2016 Forecast

EUROPEAN GROWTH MAP 2016 (FORECAST)
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EU's economic challenges – introduction (2/3)

¾ But potential growth significantly declined from about 3% in the 1990s to around 1% now.
¾ Very low inflation
1. ACTUAL VS. POTENTIAL GDP GROWTH (euro area)

2. HICP INFLATION (euro area)

Source: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpops/ecbop156.en.pdf?12f64165c5623d34b98b978cbe614ed9
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EU's economic challenges – introduction (3/3)

¾ While general government debt hovers at a high level (> 60% of GDP) for most Member States
Note: please see debt sustainability analysis (previous lectures)
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EU's economic policy
(An institutional "refresher")
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EU – an institutional "refresher" (1/3)

Fiscal deficit bias

Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ac/Political_System_of_the_European_Union.svg
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EU – an institutional "refresher" (1/3)
EU Competences vs. Member States
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A weaker investment in the EU, after crisis…
¾ Differences in investment activity (GFCF) persist among the Member States though
(e.g. Spain Æ housing boom in pre-crisis period)
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A investment gap in the EU, after crisis…

Real gross fixed capital formation – Baseline
trend vs. historical norm vs. investment plan
EU-28, in 2013 prices, € bn
Historical trend / Baseline
forecasts
Investment plan
GFCF historical norm, assuming
an investment/GDP ratio of 2122%

3,039

3,021
2,940

2,869
2,864
2,714
2,640
2,543
2,527

2,528

2,748

2,717
2,657 2,659

2,567

2,647

2,678
2,606

2,416
forecasts

Note: The EU investment plan attempts to bring investments back in line with historical norms Æ chart
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A investment gap in the EU, after crisis…
M. Buti and P. Mohl (2014): Lacklustre investment in the Eurozone - Is there a puzzle?

•Low Investment hampers growth
- both in short run (demand) and long run (productivity/potential growth)

•Various causes of lower investment
- deleveraging (balance sheet repairs of households and corporates)
- public finance (with sometimes "forced") consolidation
- myopic policimaking (prioritising growth enhancing expenditure/investments?)
- financial fragmentation in euro area Member States
- high levels of economic uncertainity

•Possible remedies ("investment boosting policies")
- structural reforms to boost investment outlook (higher future growth encourages
investment)
- credible fiscal consolidation (helps to fight uncertainity)
- banking union (fighting financial fragmentation)
- boost to EIB capital
- EU budget Æ increased investment ESIF allocation in 2014-2020
- (EU Investment plan?)
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Case study: EU Investment plan
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Case study #1: EU Investment plan (rationale)

EU INVESTMENT &
COMPETITIVENESS GAP
EU Investment Plan
HIGH LIQUIDITY IN THE MARKET

EU/MS policy action + EU budget +
EIB capacity to mobilise private
sector funds towards strategic

PUBLIC BUDGET CONSTRAINTS

investments.

FINANCIAL AND NON-FINANCIAL
BARRIERS TO INVESTMENT
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Case study #1: EU Investment plan (three pillars)

2. MAKING FINANCE
REACH THE REAL ECONOMY

1. MOBILISING FINANCE
FOR INVESTMENT


Mobilise at least €315bn over 3 years for



European Investment Project Portal

investment in strategic projects and access to



European Investment Advisory Hub: technical

finance via the European Fund for Strategic

assistance

Investments (EFSI) within EIB/EIF


Cooperation with National Promotional Banks

3. IMPROVED INVESTMENT
ENVIRONMENT


Predictability and quality of regulation



Removing non-financial, regulatory barriers
in key sectors within EU Single Market



Structural reforms at national level
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Case study #1: EU Investment plan

1. European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI)
EFSI risk-bearing
capacity
€ 21 bn

EU Budget
Guarantee

EIB
Own resources

Infrastructure
& Innovation
window

SME
window

3x

EIB / EIF financing
∼ € 61 bn

5x

Investments value
over 3 years
∼ € 315 bn
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Case study #1: EU Investment plan
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Case study #1: EU Investment plan

2. Making finance reach the real economy
Transparency on the investments in Europe
European Investment Project Portal – will go live in 2016
Matching investment opportunities proposed by project sponsors with
investors' interest
Pre-launch phase is now open – project promoters may submit projects @
http://ec.europa.eu/eipp

Strengthening advisory services
European Investment Advisory Hub (EIAH) – EC/EIB
www.eib.org/eiah
Technical assistance
Pooling resources & expertise including from MS
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Case study #1: EU Investment plan

3. Improved investment environment
Better and more predictable regulation at all levels
Making most of the Single Market


Energy Union



Digital Single Market



Capital Markets Union



Services Market



Single European Transport Area

Structural reforms in the Member States
•

The Czech Republic - Country Report (February 2016)
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Euro area – Current account (im)balances
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Euro area current account (im)balances (1/3)
¾ Divergence or convergence in the euro area external positions?
- Squeeze in external financing during crisis led to closing negative CA gap in the "peripheral" countries;
- Current account surpluses on the rise in the "northern" Member States, notably in DE Æ not a non-issue,
surpluses may be suboptimal – Hobza and Zeugner (2013)
- Please note a macro identity: CA (current account) = S(avings) – I(investment)

Source: European Commission (2015), Annual Growth Survey 2016
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Euro area current account (im)balances (2/3)
Hobza, Zeugner (2013): Current account surpluses in the Eurozone – Should they be reduced?
- CA divergences not only issue of diverging labour productivity/ULC, but also a decline in interest rates
boosted demand at periphery
- current account deficits cause problems, but what about surpluses?
- surpluses may reflect misallocation of resources Æ (1)welfare decreasing? (2) EA spill-overs?
Financial flows important:
- CA deficits in South financed by the excess savings of surplus countries;
- core countries (DE, F) intermediated flows also from non-EU investors
- most financial flows through bond and interbank market
- relatively close co-movement between CA surpluses (North) and CA deficits (South)
- Busse and Gross (2016) argue that DE residents were not worse-off due to investments abroad
In the North: too high savings and/or lack of investment ?
- too high savings? Not clear whether related to demographic change or decline in confidence..
- weakness in product markets – may be depressing domestic demand…?
- low investment? Non-tradables (construction) and government sector?
- rebalancing desirable, the higher demand (north) should improve the trade balance (south), but the exact
effect unclear (competitiveness of the "south" crucial!).
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Euro area current account (im)balances (3/3)
MIP Scoreboard

Source:: Alert Mechanism Report (2015)
Data: Scoreboard data platform http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/indicators/economic_reforms/eip/
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EMU reform
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EMU reform (1/2)
A number of proposals of EMU reform has been recently tabled, for instance (1/2):
•Eichengreen (2016) perceives four "minimal conditions" for euro survival: (i) strengthening mandate
of the ECB, (ii) completing the banking union, (iii) debt restructuring, (iv) "renationalization" of fiscal policy,
based on observations:
- Fully fledged fiscal union is difficult to achieve;

Bail-outs during the crisis created moral hazard Æ monetary integration with bail-outs (and without
fiscal union), however, does not seem a viable option.
possible avenue seen in restoring a no-bail-out clause which relies on market discipline
this would require sound banking system/banking union – to be able to cope with large
shocks/government bankruptcies
- but is Eichengreen's (i-iv) politically feasible and to what extent can be fulfilled (?): debt
restructuring, finalisation of the banking union (EDIS)…
•Calmfors (2015) note that it is implausible to assume that strengthened fiscal surveillance would make
deficit problems fully to vanish (especially when large shocks occur) Æ lecture on fiscal frameworks.

EMU reform (2/2)
A number of proposals of EMU reform has been recently tabled, for instance (2/2):
European Commission (2015) - the "Five Presidents' Report" and its proposal for the EMU Reform :

- Strategic document, a longer-term vision to be formed in the consultation and political process;
- Three stages to complete "genuine" EMU – 2nd stage by mid 2017, 3rd by 2025;
-Recognition of failures in the EMU architecture Æ need for shock absorbers, flexibility (OCA
conditions) and financial backstops for large shocks;
-Building blocks – unions: economic, financial, fiscal and political.
-Strong banking union and risk sharing by private sector also perceived as a key pre-condition of the
successful EMU;
-Proposals for improvements in EMU functioning (first phase): (1) system of competitiveness
authorities, (2) European fiscal board, (3) Consolidation of euro area representation at the IMF, (4)
Finalization of the banking union (EDIS…)
-Step-by-step approach: first stage Æ convergence benchmarks Æ pooling of national resources.
-Proposals 2nd stage EMU Æ by spring 2017
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Other challenges
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A guidance to further reading…

¾Brexit
-the Economists (2015) published economic analysis on pros and cons of the Brexit for the UK.
-It argues that UK would be worse off if "out" (estimates ranging by 1-5% of GDP), while the impact
of possible deregulation away from "excessive" EU norms remains uncertain .
¾Migration
–European Commission (2015b) an assessment/estimates on the macroeconomic impact of the
refugee influx;
–Short-term impact via higher public spending, the labour market integration matters most in the
medium run.
¾Ageing of the population
–the Europe will ‘turn increasingly grey’ in the coming decades. the demographic old-age
dependency ratio (people aged 65 or above relative to those aged 15-64) is projected to increase
from 27.8% to 50.1% in the EU by 2060.
–it will have significant implication on output, fiscal positions, labor markets…
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6. Conclusions
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6. Conclusions
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